Audiovisual Classification of Group Emotion Valence Using Activity Recognition Networks
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Abstract—Despite recent efforts, accuracy in group emotion recognition is still generally low. One of the reasons for these underwhelming performance levels is the scarcity of available labeled data which, like the literature approaches, is mainly focused on still images. In this work, we address this problem by adapting an inflated ResNet-50 pretrained for a similar task, activity recognition, where large labeled video datasets are available. Audio information is processed using a Bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory (Bi-LSTM) network receiving extracted features. A multimodal approach fuses audio and video information at the score level using a support vector machine classifier. Evaluation with data from the EmotiW 2020 AV Group-Level Emotion sub-challenge shows a final test accuracy of 65.74% for the multimodal approach, approximately 18% higher than the official baseline. The results show that using activity recognition pretraining offers performance advantages for group-emotion recognition and that audio is essential to improve the accuracy and robustness of video-based recognition.

Index Terms—activity, audio, deep learning, group emotion, recognition, valence, video

I. INTRODUCTION

Emotion recognition is a fast-growing research topic, due to its potential for enhanced human-computer interfaces and automatic services that immediately respond to the emotions of the user or client [1]. Horror videogames that adapt the gameplay and soundtracks based on the player’s fear, as well as autonomous vehicles that adapt the travel experience based on the occupants’ emotions, are only two of the endless innovations attainable through emotion recognition [2].

State-of-the-art methods for emotion recognition are mainly based on facial expressions, and important hurdles have been overcome in this field [1], [2]. Group-level emotion is a fairly uncharted research topic that extends the analysis to the emotional state displayed by a group of people as a whole [3]. While there are several challenges in individual emotion recognition, approaches for group emotion recognition also need to deal with the variety of emotions, their valence, and arousal levels, that can differ among members of the same group. This topic was the focus of the EmotiW 2020 [4] sub-challenge that motivated this work. The scarce data and the difficulty in obtaining annotations is the reason why few have addressed this topic [5]–[7], and why current approaches still offer low accuracy levels.

The task of group emotion recognition shares some similarities with the recognition of human activity based on the video. Unlike the former, the latter boasts several large and thoroughly labeled datasets, such as the Kinetics [8] or the ActivityNet [9], even when restricting to data focused on groups rather than on individuals. These larger sets of available data have allowed for the development of very robust and high-performing algorithms, such as the I3D [8], the SlowFast networks [10], or the stagNet [11].

While methods based on visual information compose most of the literature, some works discuss the advantages of including additional sources of information, especially audio [12]–[15]. Specifically, it has been shown that using audio complements some of the flaws of video-based recognition [12], despite offering subpar accuracy results when in a unimodal recognition system. These results have confirmed the advan-
tages of combining audio information with a strong method for video-based recognition.

This work explores the novel application of inflated convolutional neural networks (CNN) to classify emotion valence at the group level in videos. The network uses weights pretrained for activity recognition, to take advantage of the greater availability of data to boost performance on our target task. We also study the use of audio for improved performance, through score-level fusion, with a Bi-LSTM network receiving spectral features. Throughout the experiments, we assess the performance of the proposed method for multimodal and unimodal classification, analyze its behavior in different scenarios, and compare it directly with the EmotiW 2020 sub-challenge official baseline.

II. METHODOLOGY

A. General overview

The proposed algorithm is composed of three modules: a video-based emotion recognition model, an audio-based emotion recognition model, and a multimodal fusion module (see Fig. 1). Video and audio-based emotion recognition modules are trained independently, while the fusion module, based on a multiclass SVM receives the softmax scores provided by the other two. Thus, the proposed method consists of a pipeline that relies on late audio-video fusion, at the score level, using a multi-class SVM emotion recognition classifier.

B. Video-based emotion recognition

The video-based emotion recognition module is based on an inflated bidimensional (2D) convolutional neural network (CNN), similar to 13D [8], the state-of-the-art in activity recognition. The model is an end-to-end network: it receives frames extracted from a video, ordered and concatenated over a time dimension, and returns class probabilities for that video. The architecture of the network follows the structure of a ResNet-50 (see Fig. 2), proposed by He et al. [16], whose name stands for residual networks. The shortcut connections that perform identity mapping on each residual learning block enable the stable training of models with more convolutional layers, resulting in deeper representations of the input data. The inflated ResNet-50 consists of a bidimensional ResNet-50 model where the convolutional filters and layers have been converted into 3D. This allows them to process several frames simultaneously as a single input. Downsampling operation before the first block of each type enables learning multi-resolution features. This model has been pretrained\(^1\) to discriminate between 339 activity classes on the Multi-Moments In Time database [17]. To offer probability outputs for each of the three group-level emotion valence classes, the last fully-connected layer of this network is replaced by a three-neuron fully-connected layer, followed by softmax activation, trained on the EmotiW 2020 sub-challenge train dataset.

C. Audio-based emotion recognition

The audio-based recognition module (see Fig. 1) is composed of two main processes: feature extraction on sliding windows, and a Bi-LSTM recognition model. Audio features were extracted using pyAudioAnalysis\(^2\) which contains an off-the-shelf feature set with 34 available features, including signal zero-crossing rate, signal energy, entropy of energy, spectral centroid, spectral spread, spectral entropy, spectral flux, spectral roll-off, mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC), chroma vector, and chroma deviation. All these features are extracted over sliding windows of 25 milliseconds with a time step of 10 milliseconds.

The features are received by a Bi-LSTM model with local attention that returns the class probabilities for the respective audio (see Fig. 3), adapted from [18]. Its weighted-pooling strategy enables the focus on the specific sound parts which contain strong emotional characteristics, controlled by an attention function trained simultaneously with the Bi-LSTM model.

D. Score-level ensemble

The softmax scores obtained by both video and audio based emotion recognition models are then concatenated in a feature vector, composed of six class probability values, and given to a multi-class SVM that combines the separate audio and video predictions into a single decision.

\(^1\) Available at: https://github.com/zhoubolei/moments_models
\(^2\) Available at: https://github.com/tyiannak/pyAudioAnalysis
Each VGAF clip was manually labeled by different annotators, each video-clip has always the same number of persons per frame. Persons over time, the videos have been divided so that each group on each video can also present a varying number of emotions and cohesion. The data was collected from the YouTube platform, which is a video-based database that contains labels for emotion and consists of videos under the Creative Commons license (CC0) and present keywords that correspond to the range of emotion and cohesion. Only videos with mutual consensus were kept in the final database. The labels for group emotion are related to emotion valence (i.e., positive, neutral, and negative) whereas the group cohesion labels are in the range $[0 - 3]$, being 0 the state of very low cohesion (dominance over the group members) and 3 the state of very high cohesion.

For the EmotiW 2020 AV Group-Level Emotion sub-challenge, the task was the classification of group emotion. The VGAF dataset videos were divided into five-second videos: 2661 for the train, 766 for the validation, and 756 for the test. Each video (except those in the test set) is accompanied by a discrete group emotion valence ground-truth label. In the training dataset, there are 802 positive videos, 923 neutral videos, and 936 negative videos. In the validation set, there are 302 positive videos, 280 neutral videos, and 184 negative videos.

### III. EXPERIMENTAL SETTINGS

#### A. Data

All the experiments were conducted on an adapted version of the “Video-level Group Affect” (VGAF) dataset [19] for the EmotiW 2020 AV Group-level sub-challenge [4]. The VGAF is a video-based database that contains labels for emotion and cohesion. The data was collected from the YouTube platform and consists of videos under the creative commons license (CC0) and present keywords that correspond to the range of emotions and cohesion.

Since the number of individuals per video is variable, and the groups on each video can also present a varying number of persons over time, the videos have been divided so that each video-clip has always the same number of persons per frame. Each VGAF clip was manually labeled by different annotators for emotion and cohesion and every annotator was informed of the basic concepts of emotion and cohesion. Only videos with mutual consensus were kept in the final database.

Fig. 2. Structure of the video-based group emotion recognition module, based on an inflated ResNet-50.

Fig. 3. Structure of the audio-based group emotion recognition module, based on a Bi-LSTM network [18].

#### B. Baseline algorithm

The baseline algorithm is the audiovisual group-level emotion recognition sub-challenge baseline [19] of the EmotiW 2020 Grand Challenge. This method is composed of two streams, for audio and video data processing, fused at the feature-level. The video stream is a pretrained Inception V3 network that separately processes frames extracted from a video. The extracted features are combined using a long short-term memory (LSTM) network. The audio stream is composed of a fully-connected network that receives OpenSMILE [20] features extracted from the audio. The outputs from the video and audio streams are concatenated and used by a fully-connected layer to offer two outputs: the probabilities for the...
three emotion valence classes and an emotion cohesion value on the \([0 - 3]\) range.

C. Preprocessing

The videos on the EmotiW 2020 AV Group-level Emotion sub-challenge were subject to preprocessing before being used by the proposed method. For each five-second video, ten frames were extracted, thus resulting in 2 frames per second. This is an adaptation from the original model pretrained on the Multi-Moments In Time database (MMIT), which worked at 5 frames per second. We found that reducing the frame rate did not harm performance and sped up the recognition process. Before being used on the audio-based recognition module, the audio was extracted from each file by converting them (originally in the MP4 format) to audio files (in the WAV format). Regarding audio, we noticed that after feature extraction some of the generated features could assume non-number values. For training purposes, we removed these samples and trained only with valid ones. For inference during validation/test, we replaced non-number values by zero.

D. Training

The audio-based recognition module was trained from scratch\(^3\). The weights were randomly initialized, and the model was trained over a maximum of 200 epochs, with a batch size of 128, categorical-cross-entropy as the loss function, and using the Adam optimizer with an initial learning rate of \(10^{-2}\). To prevent overfitting, we used dropout and early-stopping with a patience value of 15 epochs.

The video-based recognition module, pretrained on the MMIT database, was adapted to output probabilities for each of the three valence classes in group emotion recognition. This was achieved by replacing the last fully-connected layer with a new one, with three neurons. Since this layer needs to be trained, all weights of the network have been frozen (except those of this layer). The network was briefly fine-tuned until convergence over a maximum of 250 epochs, with batch size 32, using the Adam optimizer with an initial learning rate of \(10^{-5}\).

When training the audio-based module and the video-based module the hyperparameters have been selected empirically, to maximize performance in the validation set. The hyperparameters for the fusion module (e.g., the regularization parameter “C", the kernel, or the polynomial degree of the kernel) were found through a grid-search. Once the optimal hyperparameters were found, the train and validation set were combined to make a “full train" set, and thus take full advantage of all available labeled data for better performance in the test set.

E. Experiments

In this work, the aim is not only to assess the proposed method’s performance for group-level emotion recognition but also to examine its behavior in several conditions.

\(^3\)Code adapted from: https://github.com/RayanWang/Speech_emotion_recognition_BLSTM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Overall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed (A)</td>
<td>47.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed (V)</td>
<td>62.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed (A+V)</td>
<td>61.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline (A)</td>
<td>50.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline (V)</td>
<td>52.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline (A+V)</td>
<td>50.23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We use the accuracy metric and confusion matrices to examine the overall performance of the method and also analyze its class-wise accuracy. The performances of the multimodal method and its audio and video-based modules, separately, are evaluated in both the validation set (with available ground-truth labels) and the test set (accuracy values delivered by the EmotiW 2020 sub-challenge organization upon request). The performance is compared with the official sub-challenge baseline, following the results reported in the paper [19].

The performance is also evaluated according to the number of people in the video. Since the number of people in each video is not included, we use the MTCNN method [21] on each frame of each video, and infer the group size based on the average number of detected faces: a group with less than five detected faces are considered small (total of 502 videos on the validation set), otherwise, it is considered a large group (264 videos on the validation set). With this, we aim to evaluate the difficulties associated with recognizing emotion in large groups, where cohesion is likely to be generally lower.

IV. Results and Discussion

The performance results of the proposed method, and the comparison with the official sub-challenge baseline, on the validation and test sets, is presented, respectively, in Table I and Table II.

On the validation set, the performance offered by the proposed multimodal method is superior to the baseline. The accuracy attained by the video-only approach is close to that offered by the multimodal method, over 62%. This is evidence of the advantages of using pretrained networks (in this case, transferred from the task of human activity recognition). The audio-only approach offers considerably lower performance (47%) than the audio-only baseline (50%), which indicates the use of OpenSMILE features and fully-connected networks may be better fitted for group emotion recognition based on audio.

From the validation to the test set (Table II), the official video-only baseline suffers a sharp performance decay (from 52% to 42% accuracy), which is also felt with the proposed video-only approach (albeit not as dramatic, from 62% to 59% accuracy). Fusing with audio on a multimodal approach reduced that decrease in the case of the official baseline (from 50% to 48% accuracy), and even reversed it in the case of the proposed method (from 62% to 66% accuracy). This confirms
the idea present in the literature that, while audio alone is not suitable for recognition, it offers additional information that is essential for the robustness and accuracy of the method.

Analysing the class-wise accuracies and the confusion matrices (Table III, Table IV, and Table V), one can notice that video is, overall, the best modality to recognise emotions. The advantages of using video rely mainly on the “extreme” classes, positive and negative, which denote visual information is more advantageous to recognize strong group emotions. The proposed audio-only approach attains very poor accuracy in the positive class.

Since the positive class is the minority class in the training dataset, the results of the audio-only approach may partially be explained by this slight class imbalance. However, as mentioned before, the video-only approach does not verify this, which is fortunate when combining both approaches into the multimodal proposed method. Using both modalities slightly decreases the accuracy of positive and negative videos, when compared with the video-only approach, but takes advantage of the audio information to considerably improve accuracy on neutral videos and achieve overall better performance.

At last, the results of the group size study are presented in Table VI. In both audio and video-only approaches, as well as the multimodal method, the recognition performance is higher in smaller groups. The performance values should serve as a rough reference, since the process of face detection may present errors, and the number of faces may not accurately describe the number of people in the video’s group (which may include occluded faces or people facing the opposite direction of the camera).

Nevertheless, the performance differences are considerable and show expected behavior: it should be harder for larger groups to consistently show the same emotion than smaller groups. Hence, emotion cohesion should be higher, on average, for smaller groups, and thus the certainty of the algorithms when recognizing the emotion valence. This could perhaps be addressed using hierarchical methodologies (from individual-level to group-level) as used in current group activity recognition approaches (discussed in the related work section).

Through an analysis of some videos where the proposed model failed, a pattern emerged. While there are certain videos where the error was evident, there are several examples where it is very difficult to notice that an apparently neutral scene displays, in fact, a positive or negative group emotion.

Some examples are shown in Fig. 4. On the top left, a short video of a calm conversation on a TV show that is labeled as positive. On the top right, a negative emotion video that the proposed method classified as positive, since the video only covers the moment before the boy being bullied started crying.

Fig. 4. Some examples of validation set videos where the model offered unsuccessful predictions (top left: label positive, predicted neutral; top right: label negative, predicted positive; bottom left: label neutral, predicted neutral; bottom right: label negative, predicted neutral).
On the bottom left, a conference presentation that the method classified as neutral since the positive ground-truth emotion could only be verified by the facial expressions. On the bottom right, a conversation deemed neutral by the proposed method, where only a closer inspection of the audio shows that it is, in fact, part of a protest or a similar confrontation.

Although the information about the underlying ground-truth labels is indeed present on these example videos, it is hidden in contextual clues, expressions in small faces, or the content of conversations. Exploring ways to integrate these aspects into the recognition of group-level emotion could be the way to avoid the most common mistakes of the proposed method, and ultimately achieve better overall performance and robustness.

V. Conclusion

In this work we proposed a novel method for the automatic recognition of group emotion that uses a late-fusion multimodal approach, combining scores from both video and audio based emotion recognition models that are used to feed a multiclass SVM that returns a final class probability. This method showed significant improvement against the baseline, confirming that the use of acquired knowledge from activity recognition is useful for group-emotion recognition and that the joint utilization of audio and video benefits the learning of the model.

On the other hand, taking into account the maximum accuracy value, we believe that there is still room for further improvements. Further efforts should be devoted to the study of the links between the tasks of activity recognition and emotion recognition, especially on the group-level. Approaches for abnormal behavior recognition through video anomaly detection, such as [22], could offer meaningful improvements on the automatic distinction between positive and negative emotions. Also, this method could benefit from OpenSMILE features in the audio-based emotion recognition module, on the development of multimodal approaches that are based on early-fusion (e.g., input or intermediate-layer levels), and on the design of a “fully” end-to-end network that receives both video and audio as input and learns the relevant features for the classification task (e.g., through regularization methods such as loss functions with different terms and weights).
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